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Good Beer Guide 2018 (Camra's Good Beer Guide)
A practical guide that takes readers around the very best public houses in Britain and celebrates the pub as a national institution Every kind of British pub is represented in these pages, with fully illustrated categorized listings featuring a host of excellent watering holes from the seaside to the city, and from the historic to the ultra-modern. Pubs are divided into more than 20 categories, such as family pubs, brew pubs, city pubs, and country pubs, so travelers can quickly find the establishment that fits their needs. Articles on beer brewing, cider making, classic pub food recipes, and
traditional pub games are included to help the reader fully understand what makes a pub great. Full address details and opening hours are provided, giving all travelers the information needed to get out and visit plenty of great British pubs.
Take a tour of what beers to drink, country by country, discovering information on the best products of the major breweries and the growing output of the independents and microbreweries. 100 illustrations, many in color.
From Belgian fruit beers to hoppy cask ales, small-production microbrews to Czech Republic lagers, this is a personal and comprehensive portfolio of international beers compiled by one of the world's leading beer writers. In this unique and beautifully illustrated collection, he has distilled decades of beer knowledge into an entertaining and indispensable guide to the ales that no beer lover should miss. The book divides beers by type, including bitters, best bitters, pilsners, brown and mild ales, pale ales, extra strong beers and bitters, old ales and barley wines, golden ales, porters and
stouts, alt and amber ales, fruit beers, and beires de garde, each comprising an alphabetical listing of the beers. Many of the entries are fully illustrated, and each beer comes complete with a box panel for adding your own tasting notes. Information on the country of origin, beer strength, brewery, and a detailed description of the beer and its history are also given.
Get to grips with the craft beer revolution, with this stylish and in-depth guide to the many complex terms and techniques, equipment and varieties that go into creating the perfect beer. Hundreds of entries cover every aspect of the craft beer world, from ingredients, brewing and storing through to tasting notes for the many different styles of beer available today. Written by award-winning beer expert Richard Croasdale and with stunning illustrations throughout, The Craft Beer Dictionary is an essential guide for the craft beer drinker.
The Good Pub Guide 2020
The Philosophy of Beer
CAMRA's Essential Home Brewing
Good Beer Guide 2018
New Wild Garden
Pub Interiors for Outstanding Historical Interest

Roger Protz is a beer writer with an international following. He has written more than 20 books on the subject, including the best-selling Ultimate Encyclopedia of Beer and 300 Beers To Try Before You Die. He edits the annual Good Beer Guide, published by CAMRA, the Campaign for Real Ale. He writes for the Morning Advertiser, BEER and What's Brewing in the UK, All About Beer in the United States and Beer & Brewer in Australia. He stages talks and beer tastings in a number of countries, including Friends of the Smithsonian in Washington DC and the World Beer Festival in Durham, North Carolina, at the
Great British Beer Festival and the BBC Food Show in the UK, and Beer Expo in Melbourne, Australia. He judges at the Great American and Great British festivals and the Brussels Beer Challenge. His awards include Drink Writer of the Year (twice) in the Glenfiddich Awards and gold and silver awards from the British Guild of Beer Writers. He has been given lifetime achievement awards from the British Guild of Beer Writers and the Society of Independent Brewers.
These days, lager is practically the British national drink, and it is easy to think that lager appeared out of nowhere in the 1970s because that is when it made its great breakthrough. In fact, lager first made serious inroads into Britain in the mid- to late 19th century, at the same time as it was sweeping the rest of the world to become the dominant global style. It was increasing antagonism towards Germany and the eventual outbreak of war in 1914 that arrested its progress, and kept Britain drinking ale for another 50 years. Gambrinus Waltz tells the story of how Londoners got their first taste for the beers of Munich,
Vienna and Pilsen, in long-gone haunts where one could 'drink the long glass of lager in the most approved Continental manner, and listen to the strains of an admirable band'.
A lavishly illustrated hardback book celebrating and examining the contribution to British brewing made by its family brewers(IFBB - Independent Family Brewers of Britain). They are the often-overlooked flag bearers for real ale and have fascinating stories to tell of the early days of commercial brewing. Fully-illustrated, with modern and archive photography of the breweries, their pub estates, people and beers, this book will examine the past, the present and the future of these great brewing companies and help to highlight the important part they continue to play in the nation's brewing story and in their local areas.
From the bucolic charms of Hampstead Heath to the bustle of Marylebone, this pocket-sized guide will lead the serious rambler and more casual walker on voyages of discovery, each with great pubs at its heart. The walks are clearly mapped and illustrated, with detailed information on how to link multiple walks together. Over 160 pubs are featured on 30 walks and 3 special city tours by bus, tram and riverbus. Detailed pub listings are accompanied by notes on cultural and historic items of interest to be discovered along each route.
Camra's Yorkshire Pub Walks
Brewing in London
The Explosive Truth Behind 30 of the Most Perplexing Urban Legends of All Time
The Complete Guide to World Beer
500 Years of the World’s Favourite Beer
New Developments in the Brewing Industry

Special effects experts and hosts of Discovery Channel's "MythBusters" use modern-day science to show what's real and what's fiction, providing the explosive truth behind the 30 most perplexing urban legends of all time.
Highly illustrated, Johnny Homer takes the reader on a journey through the history of brewing in London.
This book builds on the highly successful Geography of Beer: Regions, Environment, and Society (2014) and investigates the geography of beer from two expanded perspectives: culture and economics. The respective chapters provide case studies that illustrate various aspects of these themes. As the beer industry continues to reinvent itself and its economic and cultural geographies, this book showcases historical, current, and future trends at the local, regional, national, and international scales.
The ultimate travel guide for enthusiasts and those interested in learning more about these unique brewing cultures - whether or not they make the trip!
The World Beer Guide
20th Century Pub
The Family Brewers of Britain
Essential Wisdom for the Discerning Drinker
Gambrinus Waltz
The Book of Beer Knowledge
This book covers every facet of the world's favourite alcoholic drink, from the fruit beers of Belgium to the revivalist porters and stouts of Britain and the United States and the designer beers of Mexico and Japan.
Britain's bestselling travel guide for over 35 years and the only truly independent pub guide of its kind. ***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail Online and on BBC Radio 4*** The 38th edition of this much-loved book is as irreplaceable as ever. Organised county by county, its yearly updates and reader recommendations ensure that only the best pubs make the grade. Here you will not only find a fantastic range of countryside havens, bustling inns and riverside retreats, but also pubs known for their excellent food, some specialising in malt whiskey and craft beers.
Discover the top pubs in each county for beer, food and accommodation, and find out the winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the Year and landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden gems, The Good Pub Guide continues to provide a wealth of honest, entertaining and up-to-date information on the countries drinking establishments.
The essential, indispensable and award-winning guide to one of the world's great beer cities is back with a fully revised and updated 3rd edition. From traditional pubs serving top-quality cask ale, to the latest on-trend bottle shop bars, and funky brewery taprooms in Victorian railway arches, London is now bursting with great beer and this book will direct you to the very best. Including profiles of all 130 London breweries, including beer and taproom details; detailed reviews of 170 must-visit pubs, bars, shops, restaurants and other outlets with an outstanding beer offer; London
beer style guide with recommendations and tasting notes; background features exploring London's rich brewing history and modern beer scene; and color photography and detailed maps throughout
How punter power pulled the humble pint back from the brink, this is the surprising story of a very British consumer revolt! Following a cast of bloody-minded City bankers, hippie microbrewers, style gurus, a Python, and a lot of men in pubs, Brew Britannia tells the story of the campaign to revitalise the nation's beer which became the most successful consumer revolt in British history! Fifty years ago the future of British beer looked as bleak as the weak, sweet, bland and fizzy pints being poured, as colossal combines took over the industry, closing local breweries and putting
profit before palate. Yet today the number of breweries is at a post-war high, with over a thousand in operation, membership of The Campaign for Real Ale organisation (CAMRA) exploding in recent years with over 150,000 active members and exciting new developments brewing. In a barn in Somerset, plans are afoot to ferment a beer-cider hybrid with wild yeast that blows on the wind, while in Yorkshire an almost extinct style of 'salt 'n' sour' wheat beer is being resurrected for the 21st century. Whether you drink traditional, CAMRA-approved ‘real ale’ or prefer a superstrong, fruit-infused, barrel-aged Belgian-style ‘saison', this astonishing story from the authors of popular beer blog Boak and Bailey will have you thirsty for more!
A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature and General Information
MythBusters
The Definitive Guide to Storing, Serving and Caring for Cask Ale
Brew Britannia
The Strange Rebirth of British Beer

Have you ever wondered about the difference between a lager and an ale? Or marveled at how, with only four basic ingredients, there are around 150 different styles of beer? In The Philosophy of Beer, Jane Peyton, the UK's first Beer Sommelier of the Year, distills practical advice from the incredible history of this beverage, spanning the earliest evidence of beer 13,000 years ago, its central role in monasteries and
on naval ships, its significance in the discovery of cholera, and its enduring popularity today. This fascinating insight into beer's rich history will teach you how to taste like a professional, how best to match beer with food, and even how to brew it yourself! Quench your thirst for knowledge with everything you need to know to be a mastermind of beer!
In this fascinating book, beer expert Mark Dredge dives into the history of lager, from how it was first brewed to what role was played by German monks and kings in the creation of the drink we know so well today. From the importance of 500-year-old purity laws to a scrupulously researched exploration of modern beer gardens (it's a hard life), Mark has delved deep into the story of the world's favourite beer. From
16th Century Bavaria to the recent popularity of specialist craft lagers, A Brief History of Lager is an engaging and informative exploration of a classic drink. Pint, anyone?
Institutions and ownership play a central role in the transformation and development of the beer market and brewing industry. Institutions set the external environment of the brewery through both formal requirements and informal acceptance of company operations by the public. On the other hand, owners and managers adapt to these external challenges while following their own strategic agenda. This book explores the
implications of this dynamic for the breweries, discussing how changes in institutions have contributed to the restructuring of the industry and the ways in which breweries have responded, including a craft beer revolution with a surge in demand of special flowered hops, a globalization strategy from the macro breweries, outsourcing by contract brewing, and knowledge exchange for small sized breweries. Structured in
two parts, with a focus on institutions (Part I) and ownership (Part II) respectively, this book examines the link between institutions and governance in one of the most dynamic and innovative industries.
Among the 260 pubs collected here, there are unspoilt country locals, Victorian drinking palaces and mighty roadhouses. The book has features describing how the pub developed, what s distinctive about pubs in different parts of the country, how people a century ago could expect to be served drinks at their table, and how they used the pub for take-out sales in the pre-supermarket era. There is a bonus listing of 70
pubs that, while not meeting CAMRA s national criteria for a heritage pub, will still thrill visitors with their historic ambience."
A Celebration of British Brewing Heritage
GOOD BEER GUIDE.
The Essential Guide to the Beers of the World
A legend in our time
Great British Pubs
Good Beer Guide 2016

A unique collection of entertaining trivia and essential wisdom, The Book of Beer Knowledge is a perfect gift for beer lovers everywhere. More than 200 entries cover everything from fictional "celebrity landlords" of soap opera bars to the harsh facts detailing the world's biggest brewers, from bizarre beer names to the serious subject of fermentation, and from the weighty associations of beer in literature to the populist world of Homer Simpson and his drinking companions. If you need to know the nutritional merits of beer, or who
produces and consumes it most; where to find the world's major beer festivals or uncover unusual and fascinating facts such as the meaning of sahti and kvass, then look no further.
New Wild Garden combines new approaches to a more naturalistic design with the practical side of growing wildflowers and shows how to incorporate wildflowers, real meadows and a looser meadow-style planting into gardens and wild spaces. With serious concern into the decline of pollinators and habitats, meadows are currently the focus of enormous creativity. Gardeners, wildlife lovers, professional designers and seed manufacturers are all pushing the envelope of what can be grown, the pictorial effects that can be
achieved, and the benefits that this provides for gardeners and wildlife. This book includes 15 step-by-step projects and an essential plant list, as well as offering inspiration to gardeners and an overview of the most influential movement in garden design over recent decades. In this book you can learn: * How to sow or plant meadow to suit your space * Planting plans for every plot size: from a container, small patch, allotment or an acre * How to grow and propagate more than 50 kinds of wildflowers * Understand and emulate
the new natural style followed by designers * Meadow recipes for every soil, situation and wildlife habitat.
"You're never far from a great pub and an excellent pint with the Good Beer Guide to hand. Now in its 45th edition, the fully revised and updated Guide recommends pubs in England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and offshore islands that serve the best real ale. From country inns through urban style bars to backstreet boozers - if you love pubs, don't leave home without the Good Beer Guide"--Page 4 of cover.
From the dreaming spires of Oxford, through the golden stone villages of the Cotswolds to the birthplace of the Bard and the cradle of the industrial revolution, this new handy format guide features a selection of short break driving tours lasting two to four days. The tours highlight over 200 places to discover, including picturesque villages, heritage cities, local beauty spots, sweeping countryside, historic houses and glorious gardens – everything the visitor needs to ensure a full and memorable short break.
Good Beer Guide 2019
CAMRA's Peak District Pub Walks
The Good Beer Guide to Belgium and Holland
The Essential Guide to 100 Craft Ciders to Drink Now
Good Bottled Beer Guide
The Cider Insider
This is a pocket-sized traveler's guide to some of the best walking and best pubs in the Lake District. The walks are grouped geographically and also explore some of the region's fascinating historical and literary heritage, as well as its thriving brewing scene. The book contains essential information about local transport and accommodation. The walks include Settle and Upper Ribblesdale, Whitby to Robin Hood's Bay, Bront country: Haworth and Ponden, Sheffield: Kelham Island and the "valley of beer," and Hull's old town: a fishy trail.
A practical, pocket-sized guide to some of the best pubs and walking routes in the south eastern corner of England Aimed at both casual walkers and serious hikers, this guide features walks throughout the south east counties that border London, along with details of the region's heritage and special attractions. Each route has been carefully chosen for its inspiring landscape, historic interest, and its beer, with the walks taking travelers on a tour of the best real ale pubs the area has to offer. Full-color maps; detailed information on routes,
accommodation, and public transportation; special feature boxes giving detailed insights into fascinating local attractions and history; and pub listings with opening hours and details of draught beers make this the essential guide for anyone wanting to see—and taste—the very best of a stunningly beautiful part of England.
Completely revised, updated, and redesigned to showcase the very best bottled British real ales now being produced, this guide lists beers by style with information about each style and recommendations for the best food matches for each Everything discerning drinkers need to know about bottled beers is collected in this pocket-sized guide: tasting notes, ingredients, brewery details, and a glossary to help the reader understand more about them. This bottled beer bible, acclaimed by brewers, bottle collectors, and everyday drinkers, covers all the
bottle-conditioned real ales currently brewed in the UK, with a special section at the front highlighting the best 500. Features on how real ale is brewed and bottled, how beer matures in a bottle, and CAMRA's real-ale-in-a-bottle scheme are provided along with full listings of all bottle-conditioned beers brewed in the UK, organized by brewery. Useful appendices list the very best shops and online retailers from which to source bottle-conditioned real ales. The guide also highlights non-UK bottled real ales including from the U.S., the best bottled
examples of traditional beers from abroad, and notes on foreign beer styles
Foodi&iDrink.
A Brief History of Lager
The Geography of Beer
Britain's Best Real Heritage Pubs
300 More Beers to Try Before You Die!
Real Heritage Pubs of the South East
IPA
This guide will lead you to the pubs throughout the South East that still have interiors or internal features of real historic significance. They range from rural 'time-warp' pubs, some with no bar counters, to old coaching inns and include some unsung interiors from the inter-war and post-war period. This is the first guide of its kind for the South East and it champions the need to celebrate, understand and protect
the genuine pub heritage we have left.
“The perfect guide you need to find out about the apple, the orchard, the maker and blender – in short, CIDER.” – Tom Oliver, Oliver’s Cider & Perry, Herefordshire "Susanna's passion for cider has taken her from the heartlands of the old cider world to newer frontiers of it. Her straightforward common-sense approach combined with her love for the cider world means she has put together a neat little book full of the
best bits of it to share. Well done!" – Bill Bradshaw, co-author of World's Best Cider "Susanna Forbes is one of the most knowledgeable and committed ambassadors for cider, both near and far, at the table, in the glass and in the orchard. Her passion is present in every page of The Cider Insider." Ryan Burk, head cider maker at Angry Orchard, board of directors, US Association of Cider Makers Cider is enjoying a
resurgence! A wave of new generation producers are joining family cidermakers around the world to reinvigorate a drink that has been enjoyed throughout history by all. With a new-found respect for the orchard, the apple and the pear, today’s cidermakers are blending heritage with modern methods. In The Cider Insider, award-winning drinks writer and now, cidery owner, Susanna Forbes has hand-picked 100 of the world’s
best craft ciders – and perries – that are worth seeking out and drinking now. Travel with her to each atmospheric orchard to meet the individuals that pour their souls into this glorious drink. For each entry, we hear about the region, the varieties of apples and pears in use, how each is made, find out about other ciders/perries to try, and explore how to experience the cider/cidery for ourselves. With a foreword
by arguably the world’s leading cidermaker, Tom Oliver, alongside appearances from a cast of cider stars, everything you need to know about this golden nectar is right here. Meet the free-thinking French cidermakers, experience the culturally-vibrant Asturian and Basque cider scene, and hear how Australia’s cider pioneers want Tasmania to be renamed the Cider Island. While the cider leads the way, it’s the people
that count for Susanna with their boundless energy and passion for the art of making cider and for preserving the land.
Camra's Good Beer Guide 2018
CAMRA's Good Beer Guide is fully revised and updated each year and features pubs across the United Kingdom that serve the best real ale. Now in its 45th edition, the guide is completely independent, with listings based entirely on evaluation and nomination by CAMRA members. The unique Breweries section contains a full listing of Britain's breweries - from national to micro - with information about their core beers.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica
An A–Z of craft beer, from hop to glass
World Atlas of Beer
What's Brewing from Abbaye Des Rocs to Žatec
German Lager Beer in Victorian and Edwardian London
Cellarmanship
As craft brewing continues to go from strength to strength across the world, The World Atlas of Beer is the definitive and essential guide to beer, with information on brews ranging from the Trappist ales of Belgium to the wheat beers of Bavaria, Breton black beers, barrel-aged Californian beers, British bitters, Vietnamese bia hoì, traditional Finnish sahti, and the output of the hundreds of craft breweries around the world, from the USA and Canada, to Japan and even the Easter Islands. It explores the development of beer and the myriad brewing techniques in use today. Country by country the book considers a vast range of beer
styles and traditions. Detailed maps describe crucial trends in major territories and features such as matching beer with food and how to pour different kinds of beer complete the picture. Now in a fully updated second edition, this book is the perfect companion to help you explore the best beers the world has to offer.
An essential book for professionals in the drinks trade, beer festival organizers, and amateurs wishing to serve a decent pint. This classic explains all you need to know about cellaring and serving real ale, with step-by-step instructions, concise information, illuminating anecdotes, and new content on KeyCask, FastCask, and other recent technologies.
CAMRA's Good Beer Guide is fully revised and updated each year and features pubs across the United Kingdom that serve the best real ale. Now in its 46th edition, the guide is completely independent, with listings based entirely on evaluation and nomination by CAMRA members. The unique Breweries section contains a full listing of Britain's breweries - from national to micro - with information about their core beers.
London's Best Beer Pubs and Bars, Volume 3
Camra's Good Beer Guide 2018
The Craft Beer Dictionary
Camra's London Pub Walks
Culture and Economics
A Pocket Guide to Creating World Beers at Home
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